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Virtual Fair Solutions 

With the restrictions on government travel and limitations on real-world hiring or career fair 
attendance, PowerTrain offers the solution of the virtual hiring fair (VHF). Our custom VHFs enable 
attendees to interact with hiring officials and HR representatives from their desktops at the office or at 
home. So next time you are planning a hiring fair, think virtual — and think PowerTrain. 

The key to success is in careful planning and attention to detail. 

Reach out to your attendees with RSVPs and after-action surveys.  
We create virtual registration websites that can be easily customized for you. Participants can RSVP to 
the event and the RSVP can be customized to fit your event’s specific needs (e.g., asking participants if 
they need assistance with a 
reasonable accommodation 
request). In addition, we can 
deploy follow-surveys to 
gather valuable data points 
from event participants  
(e.g., how many attendees 
were offered a job). RSVP 
and after-action survey data 
can be viewed and sorted 
online, and even exported  
to Excel for recordkeeping. 

We can create a customized event calendar and catalog of live or pre-recorded virtual events. 
PowerTrain is experienced in creating calendars and catalogs 
specifically for virtual platforms. We provide technical 
support for the conference advertising, preparing 
communication materials and documents, registration, 
configuration, set-up, loading, Adobe Connect room 
preparation, captioning, and production of associated graphic 
material. Specifically, in 2015, PowerTrain supported OPM’s 
2-day 2015 Federal Benefits Webinar with 8 sessions, 
including managing the conference webinars. We also 
supported the OPM Chief Human Capital Officers Council 
(CHCOC) 2016 Virtual Human Resources Training Conference. 
PowerTrain created, manages, and hosts the online 
communication center with the agenda, registration,  
and FAQs about the upcoming conference on 

https://hrconference.usalearning.gov/. The 2016 Virtual Human Resources Training Conference  
catalog of sessions (agenda) that PowerTrain created with OPM is available at 
https://hrconference.usalearning.gov/agenda.aspx. 
  

https://hrconference.usalearning.gov/
https://hrconference.usalearning.gov/agenda.aspx
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We can help you host a Plenary Session and other virtual events.  

PowerTrain is experienced in creating 
pre-recorded and live sessions for a 
virtual event. Fair attendees sign into 
the registration site and on the live 
day (or any days you chose), 
attendees have access to the Hiring 
Fair pages. For example, a Welcome 
page (pictured on the left) can provide 
attendees with an overview of the 
hiring fair. We can even include an  
on-screen avatar to serve as the hiring 
fair host. The host can welcome the 
fair participants, explain how to 
navigate the fair, present highlights 

from the fair agenda, facilitate the plenary session, and provide links to prerecorded videos from your 
managers and other personnel. The avatar can also make participants feel excited to go to the booths 
for job opportunity and other information. 

We will work with you to create your custom VHF landing page, sessions, and job opportunity booths, 
and interview links. 

The VHF is an economical alternative to costly in-person events.  

Avoid renting space, chairs, and tables. Don’t worry about traffic or travel. In an environment where 
the spending of government dollars are under increasing scrutiny, the VHF offers an economical and 
effective alternative to the traditional in-person career fair. With a VHF, session recording and 
archiving are available as well – which extend the life of your event and allow absent attendees to 
catch up on the information that was presented at the live event. 

Beginning in 2016, PowerTrain designed an online Talent Management System to support various 
functions of the Presidential Management Fellows Program Office to include an online application, 
assessment, operational program management, communications and advanced features that enable 
improved data management, evaluation and reporting. 

In support of the PMF Talent Management System, 
PowerTrain produced, managed and delivered the 2017 
Virtual PMF Hiring Fair (PMF VHF). The 2017 VHF utilized 
Adobe Connect, which allowed for a VHF environment 
that supported live and pre-recorded presenters, chat 
features, live Q&A sessions, and much more. The PMF  
VHF was designed primarily to inform PMF participants 
about the benefits of the Program, display available job 
opportunities, and encourage PMF participants to 
connect and interact with participating Federal Agencies.  
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After the opening sessions, PMF participants could interact with agencies in their virtual booths.  
The booths allowed participants to view job opportunities, download agency material, and obtain 
contact information. If a participant wanted to interact directly with the agency, they could select a link 
to view presentations, watch informational videos, chat with agency representatives, and even 
participate in a virtual interview. 

We’ll set up your virtual booths and provide your representatives with training and tech support.  
The 2017 PMF VHF was designed to accommodate up to 
400 PMF participants. Approximately 50 Federal 
agencies were represented, and 30 agencies had staffed 
Adobe Connect rooms which were used to directly 
engage with PMF participants. Through Adobe Connect, 
agencies could give live presentations, play videos, 
conduct public and private chatting, collect surveys, 
offer a live web-cam presence, and hold private 
interviews. PowerTrain worked with each individual 
agency to provide training sessions prior to the event. 
We helped agency representatives upload documents 
and plan their booth layout. In addition, PowerTrain 
provided agencies with help documentation, job aids, 
and technical support during the event. 

The 2017 PMF VHF was a unanimous success with overwhelmingly positive feedback from the PMF 
Program Office, Federal agencies, and most importantly, the PMF participants. Previous PMF hiring 
fairs required candidates and Federal employees to navigate through the approval process for (and 
bear the incurred expenses of) travel to Washington, D.C. In contrast, the VHF allowed all PMF 
participants and Federal agency hiring personnel to attend from their office, school, or home. In 
addition, it is worth noting that unlike a real-world conference, the virtual event infrastructure allows 
Federal agencies to continue to staff their booths on an ongoing basis, thereby allowing a larger 
window of attendance. 

Virtual events don’t have an expiration date. 

The lifespan of the virtual event extends beyond the actual delivery dates, since all of the conference 
presentations, PowerPoint shows, and transcripts are recorded and available on an archived site. The 
videos are supported with synchronized transcripts as well as standalone text-based documents to 
ensure accessibility. In the case of OPM’s HR Training Conference, the material was available not only 
to the 2,400 paid participants, but also to over 4,800 HR professionals post-event, which adds a 
potential additional revenue stream. 

Engage participants and conduct virtual interviews on the spot. 

We’ll get you set up with the virtual conferencing medium of your choice (e.g., Adobe Connect, Skype) 
so that your representatives can directly engage with participants with group or private presentations. 
Most often, agencies use Adobe Connect, which allows booth representatives to answer questions and 
schedule interviews for a later date or immediately interview participants in a private chat room.  
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At one VHF conducted by PowerTrain, The Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) opted 
to display a PowerPoint overview and include other materials available for download. 
Their Adobe Connect booth also included notes on how to apply for a job, a Q&A space, and an open 
chat for everyone who visited the booth. They scheduled virtual interviews and conducted them 
privately within the Adobe Connect breakout rooms. 

 

The Department of State prominently  
displayed contact information and highlighted 
the training offered to employees within  
their agency. 
Use your virtual booth space to highlight what’s 
special about your organization, and use the 
Chat feature to engage with candidates. 
Schedule and conduct one-on-one or group 
interviews. 

FDA opted for an informational video. 
The agency also provided additional materials, 
which were available for download on the VHF 
website during and after the live event. 
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This year, PowerTrain worked with PMF to permanently integrate more VHF 
features within their TMS. 

For this year’s PMF VHF, we customized a different 
approach in order to meet specific needs of the Program 
Office. PowerTrain worked with PMF to develop an 
entirely new feature, called Explore. This custom-built 
platform allowed agencies to directly post information 
about their organization, links, job aids and documents, 
and full job announcements (complete with instructions 
on how to apply to each position). Explore was 
announced to the PMF Finalists on the day of the 2018 
PMF VHF, fully integrated into their PowerTrain-built 
talent management system (TMS), and launched in 
combination with an opening session. In addition, the 
Explore page was built as a permanent feature, meaning 
that 24/7, 365 days a year, agency hiring officials can log on to the TMS and update their information, 
uploaded documents, job announcements, and contact information. Agencies now use this platform to 
advertise their positions as well as additional information sessions, which they can schedule and post 
at their own convenience. 

The VHF opening session took place via Adobe Connect 
and had pre-recorded video messages from OPM 
leadership and the PMF Program Office. After receiving 
opening messages, Finalists were prompted to go Explore 
the agencies and all the positions they had to offer. Each 
agency was encouraged to post and advertise their own 
sessions that could take place via Adobe Connect, Skype, 
or any other virtual sharing platform. This approach 
allowed for a full range of customization and freedom for 
the agencies. 

Ready to get started on your own virtual event? Give us a call. 

PowerTrain is conveniently located in the Washington, D.C. metro area (near the New Carrollton metro 
station). For more information on PowerTrain’s virtual event solutions, or any of our HR and training 
solutions, contact: 

PowerTrain, Inc.
301-731-0900
Info@powertrain.com

mailto:Info@powertrain.com
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